
A Simple, Scalable  
Smart Building Solution
The IoT isn’t just the future of business 
intelligence, but the present.  
Through connected lighting and a wealth of 
sensors, SiteWorx transforms any building, 
facility, or enterprise into a source of 
insightful, actionable data. 

Control and optimize energy usage, monitor 
and maintain peak environmental conditions, 
or track and leverage occupancy data to 
hone operations. With SiteWorx, it’s easy 
to customize, launch, and expand sensor-
based IoT solutions that improve cost 
efficiency, productivity, and safety across 
your organization.

Intelligence Overhead™

Digital Lumens sensors and control modules 
provide new perspective into your business. 
Often installed in the ceiling or at a high 
vantage point, the sensors collect key 
operational and environmental data and 
communicate it via the secure,  
cloud-based platform. 

As information is received, SiteWorx 
software-based applications deliver advanced 
analytics and actionable reports necessary 
to turn data into real-world ROI. In addition, 
SiteWorx allows you to control lighting and 
other sensor-based inputs remotely, and 
ensure that your facility is running on all 
cylinders no matter where you are.

SiteWorx™
®

Next-Generation Business Intelligence

www.digitallumens.com

SiteWorx™ is an innovative, cloud-based platform that combines connected lighting,  
IoT sensors, and software to create smarter buildings and businesses.

Integration with third-party
Building Management Systems

SiteWorx™ Web & 
Mobile Applications

Secure, Cloud-Based 

SiteWorx™ Platform

Wireless network 
of intelligent sensors 

& control modules
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SiteWorx™ Web & Mobile Applications:

SITEWORX™ TUNE

Intelligent Lighting Control
A simple, powerful lighting control application, Tune uses sensor-based intelligence and advanced 
software to maximize energy savings and improve employee productivity and safety.SiteWorx™ Tune

SITEWORX™ SENSE

Temperature & RH Monitoring
A one-of-a-kind environmental monitoring solution, Sense tracks, reports, and verifies 
temperature and humidity to create a smarter building.SiteWorx™ Sense

SITEWORX™ AMP

Power Monitoring & Management
An energy monitoring application, Amp measures and analyzes non-lighting energy usage patterns 
to create a more sustainable, efficient, and cost-effective smart building.SiteWorx™ Amp

SITEWORX™ SECURE

Zone-Based Building Security
A smart building security system, Secure uses facility-wide IoT sensors to keep assets and 
employees safe at all times.SiteWorx™ Secure

SITEWORX™ AREA

Space Optimization
An occupancy and path tracking solution, Area delivers insight into how physical space can be 
better utilized for a smarter building.SiteWorx™ Area


